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_______The Romans Knowledge Organiser________ 

Overview 

This topic will focus on The Romans , and what they brought to Britain and the impact it 

had.  

Our learning will focus on; What the Romans did for us, the calendar based on Roman Gods 

and rules. We will read, write and count roman numerals, explore Roman settlements and 

roads. We will even try some traditional Roman food. 

Local links: 

Arebia Roman Fort– South Shields This 

Roman  Fort was converted into a supply base 

to support the large scale operations north of 

the wall. You can now visit here for FREE.  

Hadrians wall -Hadrian's Wall was a stone 

barrier built to separate the Romans and the 

Picts tribes in Scotland. It allowed Roman sol-

diers to control the movements of people com-

ing into or leaving Roman Britain  

 

Key Vocabulary Definition 

Emperor  The leader of an empire. The first emperor of Rome was Augustus.  

Roman   A person who lives in or comes from Rome in Italy  

Chariot   Cart with two wheels pulled by horses. Romans raced chariots, and Celtic warriors rode 

into battle on them.  

Toga  A long robe worn by Roman citizens. It was generally white with colour markings for 

high ranking officials  

Mosaic  A type of art using small tiles made of glass or stone to create a picture  

Legion  The main unit of the Roman army. It generally had around 5400 soldiers and was divid-

ed up into groups of men  

Gladiator  A person who fought for the entertainment of Roman audiences. Gladiators sometimes 

fought to the death.  

Dictator  A ruler that has absolute power 

Barbarian  A term used by the Romans to refer to people who lived outside the Roman Empire  

Aqueduct  A system of pipes and channels which brings clean water into town  

Amphitheatre  A place where Romans went to watch animals and people fighting  

Key Figures Key facts 

Julius Caesar  commanded all of Rome's armies, and won many 

battles that gave more land to Rome. He created the 

Julian calendar, which is the basis for the calendar 

we use today!  

Boudicca  A Celtic Queen who led a rebellion against the Ro-

mans.  

Emperor Claudius  Claudius I was the emperor who added Britain to the 

Roman Empire  

Romulus  A mythical story believes that Romulus built Rome.  

 


